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Abstract Cooperation criminal policy reveals people role and position and social and
privative institutions in criminal process. Mentioned policy classifies into act
(preventive or active) and reacion (responsive or inactive). Act or initial cooperation
criminal policy main aim is to prevent crime or its decreasing through culture making
at social behaviors that also calls social prevention and reveals people role to
decrease crime. Reaction or secondary cooperation criminal policy aims to introduce
people and privative institutions in criminal process after crime. In this event criminal
justice institutions are not only responsive and coflict solving reference but also use
public and social institutions capacity in this field. Cooperating people in criminal
process will observe respect to people want that results in increasing public trust to
criminal justice plant and decreasing crime. Iran criminal justice system affecting by
criminal science changes , developing human rights concept and using religious
priciples has referred to different meanings of cooperation criminal policy in criminal
rule. As a case regarding to decreasing people referring to justice plant and also
decreasing criminal files and limited capacity of justice system to respond citizens
requirements at 1392 new criminal rule decided to develope civil society development
through predicting materials such as 66 material follows criminal policy on the based
on people cooperation. In other hand reaching to success in people cooperation at
criminal justice area relates to preconditions such as structural changes in society
political, economical,social and cultural system and knowing principles to consider
cooperation criminal policy. Regarding to short time after verify and act criminal rule
predicts that their administration has limitations and challenges . Additionally,
knowing cooperation criminal policy meanings regarding to country criminal rules
affecting by Islamic criminal rule and predicting cooperation criminal policy meanings
in religion are important to study. So at present research in descriptive _ analytical
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method in addition to study cooperation criminal policy meanings in new criminal trial
rule will study such meanings in Islam criminal rule.
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